BECOME A SIMPLIFAI PARTNER

By partnering with Simplifai, you and your
clients can leverage the power of AI and
Intelligent Process Automation.
Simplifai provides you with the resources you
need to gain AI expertise, drive growth,
enable innovation, and drive value for your
customers.
Learn more: www.simplifai.ai/partners/

Meet the rising demand for AIBased Applications

Get access to Simplifai Global
Partner Program

Expand your offering to include
AI products and services

Gain AI expertise & access to first
class training material

Increase your speed to market

Benefit from Co-Marketing
Campaigns

About Simplifai
Simplifai offers an end-to-end intelligent process automation software that can
understand written human communication and take action. By interpreting free-text in
chat, emails, documents, CRM systems, portals, and more, and can perform actions in any
systems using API or RPA. We offer customizable standardized, out-of-the-box AIsolutions.
With a modular approach on our products; Emailbot, Chatbot, Documentbot, and our
main concept Digital Employees we help businesses grow, cut costs, and gain a
competitive advantage.
•
•
•
•

Standardized solutions
Best-in-class automation grade
Easy implementation
Quick return on investment
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Our AI-solutions, in the form of Digital
Employees can automate work
processes by combining modules like
Emailbot, Documentbot, Chatbot
with rules and integration and
perform tasks that only humans could
do in the past.

Digital Employees are AI-solutions that
can understand human communication
using Natural Language Processing.

Digital Employees assist and work
side by side with their human
colleagues, and can work in different
departments like customer support,
case handling, IT and HR.

Simplifai Studio makes it simple for organizations
to assemble, train and monitor their Digital
Employees, and the platform makes it simple to
achieve end-to-end automation with just a few
clicks.
Simplifai has a great track record of archiving high
automation grade even with limited time and
amount of training data.

Emailbot is an AI solution
designed to automatically
handle large volumes of
emails via Intelligent
Process Automation. It
can read emails,
interpreting their content,
classifying them and
executes tasks in your
systems.

Documentbot is an AI
solution that can process
various documents from
different sources such as
email attachments, email
uploads, and online folders. It
can classify documents,
extract information, forward
to stakeholders and keep
back-end systems updated.

Our products are available on various Marketplaces

Chatbot is an AI solution
that works as an online
communication platform
designed to send
immediate responses to
enquiries. Available 24/7,
Chatbot replies instantly
and saves time for users
by promptly fetching
information.

Do you want to know more?
Contact Simplifai on hello@simplifai.ai
Know More
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